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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Recent  research  provides  considerable  evidence  that  correlations
between  assets  change  significantly  over  time  and  diversification
benefits  of  correlations  may  vary  substantially  based  on the  time-
varying  measure  of  correlation  used  for  different  asset  types.  Our
study  evaluates  and  compares  alternative  time-series  correlation
modeling  techniques  according  to  both  statistical  and  economic
metrics,  focusing  specifically  on  individual  asset  pairs.  We  iden-
tify  the  moving  correlation  structure  that  best  tracks  the  dynamic
conditional  correlation  estimates  using  a  large  set  of  different  finan-
cial  time  series  encompassing  467  asset  pairs  in nine  different  asset
classes.  Results  from  our  direct,  statistical  loss  function  based,  and
indirect,  portfolio  mean-variance  based,  forecast  evaluations  pro-
vide  optimal  window-length  ranges  for 36  asset-class  pairs  which
should  help  in  portfolio  construction  as  well  as  risk  management.
Furthermore  for robustness  tests,  we  implement  the  model  con-
fidence  set  approach  which,  without  a  benchmark  specification,
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produces  a set  of  models  constructed  to  contain  the  best  models
with a given  level  of  confidence  among  competing  forecast  evalua-
tions.

© 2014  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Modeling the second moments of time series, volatilities, and correlations is important to the
theory and practice of finance. Their accurate measurement and estimation are essential to portfolio
management, asset pricing (including complex derivative instruments), and risk management.2 The
fundamentals of portfolio theory establish the role of correlation among assets as well as the role of
volatility within early option pricing models.

Advances in econometrics have improved the accuracy of models that describe the time-
varying dynamics of volatility such as the generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity
(GARCH/ARCH) and stochastic volatility models. The modeling of the time-varying dynamics of cor-
relations following such techniques is far newer. Historically the moving window correlation (MWC)
technique has been the most prevalent, while there has been little consensus on the optimal window
length for different asset pairs. Building upon the literature on multivariate GARCH models, Engle and
Sheppard (2001) and Engle (2002) develop a new class of multivariate dynamic conditional correlation
(DCC) models. They show that these models have the flexibility of univariate GARCH models, coupled
with parsimonious parametric models for the correlations.

Our objective is to compare the MWC  and the DCC approaches to estimating time-varying pairwise
correlations, according to both statistical and economic metrics on a large set of different financial time
series, identifying which MWC  moving window length best tracks the DCC across tests and asset-class
pairs. Recent research has highlighted the considerable evidence that correlations between assets
change significantly over time; due to this time-varying nature of correlations, diversification benefits
are also time-varying.3 Our research aims to identify the characteristics of optimal window lengths
for the historically popular MWC  method using the DCC estimation as a benchmark, specifically for
individual asset pairs. For robustness tests, we  use the model confidence set (MCS) methodology,
developed by Hansen et al. (2011), which produces a set of models constructed to contain the best
models with a given level of confidence among competing forecast evaluations.

In recent years, advanced models of volatility have been augmented to simultaneously take into
account the time-varying dynamics of correlations between assets in order to improve portfolio per-
formance, and to enhance risk management methods. In addition, time-varying correlation modeling
is fundamental to forecasting and pricing correlation risk which helps investors manage the risk that
arises from changes in correlations between assets. Driessen et al. (2009), by focusing on index options,
and Krishnan et al. (2009), by using equity portfolios, investigate the pricing of correlation risk in
financial markets.

The purpose of our research is first, to statistically compare the historically popular and relatively
simple to calculate time-varying correlation modeling technique of MWC  to the DCC estimation which
is an extension of time-varying volatility models, and second, to evaluate the economic effectiveness
of different moving window lengths, using a broad time-series database across a wide range of asset
classes. Our particular focus is pairwise asset correlations among a large set of assets in order to identify
the time-varying dynamics of relationships between individual asset pairs within various classes of
investment alternatives. Given the importance of correlation modeling and the historical prevalence
of the MWC  method, our study generates empirical results by analyzing the performance of MWC
with different estimation windows against a benchmark, i.e. DCC estimates. This involves, in addition

2 Patton and Sheppard (2009) indicate that volatility and covariance forecasts are fundamental inputs into many decisions
in  financial economics.

3 Campbell et al. (2008), Driessen et al. (2009) and Krishnan et al. (2009).
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to using various statistical measures, a portfolio evaluation of the effectiveness of the MWC  models
for different window lengths across asset classes with respect to which MWC  has performance most
in line with that of the DCC. Following the recently increased interest in and academic research on the
correlation risk in equity markets, our research extends the analysis of time-varying correlations to
cover numerous pairs of asset classes and correlation estimation methods.

While there have been several advances beyond the DCC in econometrics literature (e.g., Aielli,
2009),4 we contend that our choice of DCC as a benchmark is justified based on its increasing practical
relevance, especially in risk management applications. Nevertheless, in our robustness tests we  apply
the MCS  method which does not require a benchmark model to be specified. This method identifies
a subset of models equivalent in terms of predictive ability that are superior to the other forecasting
models, hence we use it to evaluate six different moving window correlation forecasts as an initial set
of models. Furthermore, in order to investigate the validity of our empirical results using the DCC as a
benchmark we implement the MCS  test once more using a second set of models that contain the DCC
and the six MWC  estimates.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the relevant literature, including the body
of research which evaluates the multivariate volatility and covariance models. Section 3 describes
our data sources and the overview of the procedures used in our analysis. Section 4 reviews the
econometric models and empirical methodology we used. Section 5 describes the asset-class pairs and
the summary statistics of the data. We  present our empirical results in Section 6. Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2. Review of the literature

Univariate GARCH models have enjoyed widespread success in empirical applications. However,
previous difficulties in the implementation of multivariate GARCH models—many of which are com-
putational in nature—had left econometricians with few options as they estimated models of limited
scope or under significant restrictions.

Engle and Sheppard (2001) describe the theoretical properties of the DCC multivariate GARCH
model. The authors demonstrate that while such models are not linear, they can often be estimated
very simply with univariate or two-step methods based on the likelihood function, presenting evidence
that they perform well in a variety of situations and provide reasonable empirical results. This class
of multivariate GARCH models differs from other specifications in that univariate GARCH models are
estimated for each asset series in the first stage; then the output of the first stage, the standardized
residuals, forms the basis of a time-varying correlation matrix, which can be estimated using a simple
specification in the second stage. This parameterization preserves the intuitive interpretation and is
implemented using a univariate GARCH model that is coupled with an easy-to-compute correlation
estimator.

Gibson and Boyer (1998) develop a forecast evaluation methodology for correlations based on
option pricing however it is limited to pairs of underlying assets for which there are active options
markets. A similar approach is taken by Skintzi and Refenes (2005); using the notion of “implied”
correlation, they find that the implied correlations fluctuate substantially over time and display strong
dynamic dependence. In a slightly earlier model that is similar in spirit to the DCC, Tse and Tsui (2000)
propose a version of the multivariate GARCH model with time-varying correlations, adopting the vector
error conditional heteroscedasticity (VECH) representation.

Engle (2002) considers a DCC model introduced in a multivariate setting by Engle and Sheppard
(2001), and analyzes its performance in a bivariate context. Engle (2002) proposes various implemen-
tations of the DCC model, which can capture the dynamics of correlation structures independent of the
volatility structure. In a two-step procedure, volatility structure is first modeled by a series of univari-
ate GARCH estimations, and then the covariance structure is modeled in the second step. According to

4 Aielli (2009) develop the cDCC model, show that the DCC estimator is asymptotically biased in a simulation experiment,
and  argue that the cDCC model is superior. However, he also finds that in finite samples and under practical circumstances the
models perform quite similarly, and cDCC involves significantly greater computational burden. See also Caporin and McAleer
(2012) and Patton and Sheppard (2009).
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various metrics, the bivariate version of the DCC performs favorably as compared to other estimators,
such as multivariate GARCH.

Audrino and Barone-Adesi (2006) utilize a multivariate GARCH model that allows for time variation
in the second moments, to estimate the time-varying conditional correlations by means of a convex
combination of averaged correlations and dynamic realized correlations. There is some evidence that
constant correlation models (i.e., sample averages of correlations) outperform various more sophisti-
cated models in forecasting the correlation matrix. Kwan (2006) identifies some additional analytical
properties of the constant correlation model, relating those to familiar portfolio concepts, and presents
evidence for the model’s computational advantage.

Eckner (2006) introduces a model for asset returns that incorporates joint heteroskedasticity as
well as time-varying correlations, nesting the model within the cross-sectional volatility model of
Hwang and Satchell (2005) and the DCC framework of Engle (2002). Eckner’s model is applied to 10
years of data for stocks in the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the empirical results imply a strong
counter-cyclicality of average pairwise correlations.

More recently, time-varying correlation models have been evaluated in the context of portfolio
management. Guo (2003), utilizing a multivariate GARCH model with time-varying correlations, first
fits the dynamic structure of the conditional volatilities and correlations then estimates the condi-
tional risk-minimizing hedge strategies for an international portfolio of U.S., U.K., and Swiss stocks.
Billio and Caporin (2006) develop a generalization of the DCC model of Engle (2002), and apply it to
the Italian stock market in order to compare alternative correlation models for portfolio risk eval-
uation. Engle and Colacito (2006) evaluate alternative models of variances and correlations with an
economic loss function, in the process they construct portfolios to minimize predicted variance and
show that the realized volatility is smallest for the correctly specified covariance matrix given any
vector of expected returns. A test of relative performance, based on Diebold and Mariano (1995), of
two covariance matrices is applied to stocks and bonds as well as to highly correlated assets. Engle
and Colacito (2006) state that, on average, dynamically correct correlations are worth around 60 basis
points in annualized terms.

Krishnan et al. (2009) test whether correlation risk is priced by examining inter-asset time-varying
correlations using a cross-section of stock returns and find that investors are willing to pay more for
assets that have higher returns when correlations are higher, i.e. diversification benefits are smaller,
and market volatility the greatest. In a similar research, Driessen et al. (2009) identify a latent corre-
lation risk factor in a structural model under risk-neutral measures, and suggest that correlation risk
valuation is based on prices of individual as well as index variances.

Kearney and Potì (2006) examine the correlation dynamics in European equity markets with the use
of both unconditional (moving window) and DCC estimations. Durai and Bhaduri (2011) also utilize
the DCC approach, as well as 1-month window of unconditional pairwise correlations, to investigate
the integration between emerging and developed equity markets.5 Donadelli and Persha (2014) exam-
ine the dynamic co-movements between emerging industrial stock markets and US economic policy
uncertainty using both 60-month rolling window and the DCC estimations. Unlike our research these
two articles use an arbitrary 1-month window, albeit it is a commonly used window length in earlier
academic studies.

Research focusing on the evaluation of multivariate volatility models provides us with alternative
specifications of time-varying variance–covariance matrices as well as various methods for identifying
the best forecast models. Patton and Sheppard (2009) describe these methods as either direct forecast
evaluations, i.e. statistical tests based on loss functions or measures of closeness, and indirect forecast
evaluations, i.e. comparisons based on portfolio optimization or value-at-risk setting.

Clements et al. (2012) investigate competing multivariate volatility forecast evaluation methods
and find that likelihood-based statistical loss functions and portfolio variance-based economic loss
functions are the most useful methods in determining the optimal forecasts of conditional covariance
matrices in financial markets. Laurent et al. (2012) use the model confidence set to compare various

5 Kenourgios and Samitas (2011) use the Asymmetric Generalized DCC (AG-DCC) model to investigate the impact recent
financial crisis on the time-varying correlation dynamics among the developed and the Balkan stock markets.
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one-step-ahead conditional variance forecasts based on multivariate GARCH models. They find that
more sophisticated specifications such as orthogonal and dynamic conditional correlation, both with
leverage effect in the conditional variances, provide superior model evaluations. Laurent et al. (2013)
propose a general framework to investigate the properties of loss functions in the evaluation of multi-
variate volatility forecasting. They identify the sufficient conditions that an inconsistent loss function
has to satisfy in order for it to provide unbiased rankings of forecasting models by inferring superior
predictive accuracy using the MCS  test of Hansen et al. (2011).

3. Data sources and procedures

Our study proceeds by analyzing time series of 33 assets in 9 asset classes, resulting in a total
of 467 pairs of assets within 36 pairs of investment alternatives. We  consider six MWC  estimates
corresponding to different window lengths and compare them to the DCC estimates according to four
different statistical measures of closeness, i.e. direct forecast evaluation. Performing empirical tests
using a portfolio approach, we also compare the economic performance of these estimates, i.e. indirect
forecast evaluation. Furthermore, our study extends prior work that has largely considered specific
asset pairs by examining multiple pairs within several asset classes, making our empirical findings to
be more representative of different asset classes. Relying on the conclusions of the previous research
may  not provide consistent results for a larger range of assets within an asset (investment) class.

Our first empirical study tests the closeness of six MWC  estimators (window lengths of 22, 66, 126,
252, 504, and 756 days) to the DCC estimator, according to four statistical measures used in direct
evaluation methodology: the Diebold–Mariano (DM) test, mean square error (MSE), the concordance
correlation coefficient (CCC), and the sign agreement test (SAT). The second empirical analysis, motivated
by Engle and Colacito (2006), compares the six MWCs  to the DCC estimates in a portfolio management
context, i.e. an indirect evaluation method. We  specifically focus on the effects of alternative estimators
of pairwise asset correlations and isolate the impact of pairwise correlations on portfolio performance
by forming two-asset portfolios for all 467 pairs. We  achieve this by comparing the relative variation
measured by the coefficient of variation (CV) of the minimum variance portfolio (MVP) of asset pairs. We
provide statistical comparison of our economic measure based on bootstrapped confidence intervals
for the CV estimates.6 Our goal is to determine the best fitting MWC  window length for each asset as
well as asset-class pairs. Therefore, in our portfolio analysis we use two  asset portfolios with the same
GARCH volatility of individual assets for each pairwise correlation estimate and compare the CVs of
MVPs, i.e. effects of correlation estimation on portfolio risk reduction per unit of return. We  focus on
two-asset portfolios, motivated by Eckner (2006), in order to identify the dynamics of pairwise asset
correlations.

Finally, we implement the model confidence set methodology to evaluate the six different MWC
forecasts as the initial set of models. Furthermore, in order to investigate the robustness of our results
based on the DCC as a benchmark, we implement the MCS  test once more using a second set of models
that contain the DCC and the six MWC  estimates.

4. Econometric models and empirical methodology

This section briefly presents the two econometric models that we  compare for estimating time-
varying correlations and the statistical inference methods we  use for comparing different correlation
estimates.

6 Hansen et al. (2011) state that “the MCS  is a set of models that is constructed such that it will contain the best model with
a  given level of confidence and the MCS  is in this sense analogous to a confidence interval for a parameter.” We believe that
our  bootstrapped confidence interval for the coefficient of variation is in the spirit of the model confidence set approach. This
assertion is supported by the empirical results of our implementation of the MCS  which corroborate our other findings.
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4.1. Models for time-varying correlation estimation

The conditional correlation �ij,t between two  zero-mean random variables ri and rj at time t can
be defined as:

�ij,t = Et−1(ri,trj,t)√
Et−1(r2

i,t
)Et−1(r2

j,t
)
. (1)

Therefore, the conditional correlation at time t will rely on information known at time t − 1. This
quantity is guaranteed to lie in the interval [−1, 1] for possible realizations of these random variables
as well as their linear combinations. A simple method of computing the conditional correlation in Eq.
(1) is given by the moving window correlation estimator for window (or averaging length) length k,
that is, MWC  (k):

�̂(k)
ij,t

=
∑t−1

s=t−k−1ri,srj,s√∑t−1
s=t−k−1r2

i,s

∑t−1
s=t−k−1r2

j,s

k = 0, . . .,  t − 1. (2)

While Eq. (2) has the property that it is a well-defined correlation lying in [−1, 1] for all t and k, it is
not established if it consistently estimates Eq. (1), and there is little guidance for how to choose the
window length in practical applications.

The benchmark model we consider, the dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) of Engle and
Sheppard (2001) and Engle (2002), is a generalization of the constant conditional correlation model
of Bollerslev (1990), which can be written as:

Ht = DtRtDT
t , (3)

Dt = diag(
√

hi,t), and (4)

Ht ≡ Et−1(rtrT
t ) (5)

where Ht is the variance–covariance matrix and hi,t are a series of univariate GARCH models. While
there are various ways in which to parameterize the conditional correlation matrix, Rt the one advo-
cated by Engle (2002) is:

Rt = diag(Qt)
−1Qtdiag(Qt)

−1. (6)

This follows the M-GARCH specification for Qt of Ding and Engle (2001), which guarantees its positive-
semidefiniteness in certain conditions. Engle (2002) shows that this is equivalent to expressing its
elements as univariate GARCH(1,1) processes:

qij,t = �̄ij + ˛(εi,tεj,t − �̄ij) + ˇ(qij,t−1 − �̄ij) (7)

where �̄ij is the unconditional correlation between εi,t and εj,t , producing the correlation estimator:

�ij,t = qij,t√
qii,tqij,t

. (8)

It is shown in Engle and Sheppard (2001) and Engle (2002) that the likelihood function in the
DCC model is the sum of the individual GARCH volatilities and a correlation term. While Aielli (2009)
shows that under certain conditions the DCC may  not be asymptotically unbiased, in finite samples
this may  not be material. Further, while Aielli (2009) demonstrates that under the conditions of Engle
and Sheppard (2001), asymptotic consistency may  not hold either, we do not view this as a serious
impediment to the practical utility of our results and of the utility of DCC as a benchmark.

We compare the DCC with the MWC  estimators by various means, examining the distributional
properties of the estimators, and looking at measures of association such as linear correlation and
concordance between the MWC  and DCC estimators.
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4.2. Direct methods for evaluating correlation forecasts

There are numerous statistical tests that may  be applied to assess the predictive accuracy of any
forecast, including the estimate of the correlation among assets. We  consider various measures of
predictive accuracy, ranging from the commonly employed, standard metrics like point estimates
of mean square error (MSE), to more general tests that can assess the statistical significance of the
divergence between models and data, in the form of different correlation measures according to varied
measures of association.

Following Engle and Colacito (2006), we use the measure of predictive accuracy proposed by
Diebold and Mariano (1995) that applies a loss criterion (such as squared or absolute error) and calcu-
lates a number of measures of predictive accuracy that allow the null hypothesis of equal accuracy to
be tested.7 Their measure, S1, tests that the mean difference between the loss criteria for two  forecasts
is zero, using a long-run estimate of the variance of the difference series:

S1 = d̄√
(2�f̄d(0))/T

(9)

where d̄ is the sample mean loss differential based on two forecast measures and f̄d(0) is the spectral
density of the loss differential at frequency zero.

A commonly used statistic that measures the closeness of two random variables is the MSE  measure,
which is written as8:

MSE
�̂MWC(k)

ij
, �̂DCC

ij

= 1
T − 1

T∑
t=1

[ �̂MWC(k)
ij,t

− �̂DCC
ij,t ]

2
(10)

where �̂MWC(k)
ij,t

, �̂DCC
ij,t

are the MWC  of length k and DCC, respectively, of the correlation between time

series i and j at time t. MSE  measures the degree to which two  random quantities coincide in levels.9

We  consider two additional statistics in evaluating correlation forecasts. The MSE  measures the
degree to which two random quantities coincide in levels, whereas we are also interested in the degree
to which they move in the same direction. There are alternative measures of association that may  be
more appropriate in this context. In the statistics literature, the concordance correlation coefficient
(CCC), a form of which is developed by Lin (1989), measures the agreement between two variables in
terms of evaluating reproducibility (i.e., the ability of an experiment to be reproduced), or for inter-rater
reliability (i.e., the degree of agreement among raters.) This can be written as:

�̂CCC
�̂MWCk

ij
, �̂DCC

ij

=
2 �̂

�̂
MWCk
ij

, �̂DCC
ij

· �̂
�̂

MWCk
ij

· �̂�̂DCC
ij

�̂2

�̂
MWCk
ij

+ �̂2
�̂DCC

ij

+ ( �̂
�̂

MWCk
ij

+ �̂�̂DCC
ij

)2
(11)

where �̂
�̂MWC−k

ij

, �̂�̂DCC
ij

are the sample standard deviations, and �̂
�̂MWC−k

ij

, �̂�̂DCC
ij

are the sample means,

of the moving window correlation of length k and dynamic conditional correlation estimates, respec-
tively, of correlation estimator between time series i and j. The final statistical measure we  use is the

7 Laurent et al. (2012) suggest that the Diebold and Mariano (1995) measure allows for pairwise comparison of forecast
performances across models.

8 The procedure of Diebold and Mariano (1995) is a rather general test of the null hypothesis of no difference between the
predictive accuracy of two  competing models. The advantage of this approach is that it can be adapted to different decision-
making settings that diverge from the MSE  criterion. In regard to alternative, non-MSE loss functions, see Leitch and Tanner
(1991)  for profits, McColluch and Rossi (1990) for utility, and Clement and Hendry (1993) for generalized forecast error second
moment.

9 We  also use mean absolute error (MAE) as a loss function and obtain similar results, which are not reported in the paper to
conserve space.
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sign agreement test (SAT), which is simply the proportion of time periods for which two alternative
correlation estimators have the same algebraic sign10:

SAT
�̂MWC(k)

ij
, �̂DCC

ij

= 1
2T

(
T +

T∑
t=1

[sign( �̂MWC(k)
ij,t

)sign( �̂DCC
ij,t )]

2

)
. (12)

The SAT is of relevance in both portfolio management and hedging-related applications, where the
sign of the correlation determines the positions taken in the underlying assets.

4.3. Evaluating correlation forecasts within portfolio context

In addition to testing the closeness of different MWC(k)s to the DCC estimates statistically using
the DM,  MSE, CCC and SAT measures, our study tests the economic impact of closeness of different
time-varying correlation forecasts to the DCC ones. In order to achieve this, we use the portfolio
variance to isolate the impact of different correlation estimation models. This approach is similar to
the general decomposition of variance risk used by Driessen et al. (2009), in which they show that
variance changes are due to changes in individual variances and changes in correlations. Clements et al.
(2012) also suggest that the mean-variance portfolio optimization framework provides an underlying
economic structure to develop a measure of multivariate volatility forecast evaluation.

Since we  are investigating the pairwise correlations for different asset types, we  consider two-asset
portfolios to isolate the impact of the correlation between any two  assets in the following expression
of portfolio variance:

�2
p (wi, wj|�i, �j, �ij) = w2

i �2
i + w2

j �2
j + 2wiwj�i, �j�ij (13)

where we write the portfolio variance as a function of the portfolio weights, standard deviation and cor-
relation parameters. Similar to Engle and Colacito (2006) who utilize the minimum variance portfolios,
we solve for minimum variance portfolio (MVP) weights by(

wi

wj

)
= arg min

(wi,wj)
T

{�2
p (wi, wj|�i, �j, �ij)} s.t.wi = 1 − wj. (14)

where weight invested in asset i that minimizes the portfolio variance, derived easily from the first-
order condition, and is given by:

w∗
i (�i, �j, �ij) =

�2
j

− �i, �j�ij

�i + �j − 2�i, �j�ij
, (15)

which is a function of the correlation between the two assets, as well as their respective standard
deviations. In order to fully isolate the impact of different pairwise correlation forecasts, we  estimate
the time-varying variances using the GARCH(1,1) model and use the same variance forecast with each
MWC(k) and DCC estimate of the correlation between those two  assets. Focusing on the minimum
variance portfolios and conducting our analysis using the coefficient of variation allow us to measure
the economic value of pairwise correlation estimation in a risk adjusted return framework. Patton and
Sheppard (2009) suggest that using a loss function based on the global minimum variance portfolio
(GVP) risk is superior to the MVP  based ones. In our evaluation of pairwise assets correlations the
portfolio weights are unique for the MVP  of two assets and are equal those for the GVP. In order to
avoid using utility functions, which according to Patton and Sheppard (2009) are less effective, we
use the coefficient of variation (CV) of the minimum variance of two  asset portfolios as a measure of
forecast evaluation for asset pairs. The CV of the MVP  (CVMVP) depends solely on pairwise correlation
since we use the same GARCH volatilities with different correlation forecasts in solving for the weights
of two-asset portfolios.

10 The SAT is a non-parametric test of association based on the signs of correlation coefficients and it is used in natural sciences,
see  for example Siegel (1985) and Mencuccini et al. (1995).
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We  obtain seven different time-varying portfolio weights for each of our 467 two-asset portfolios
using the six MWC  and the DCC estimates of time-varying correlations. We statistically test how close
the economic impact of the MWC(k) is to that of the DCC by estimating the CV for the time-varying
returns of the MVPs by rebalancing the portfolios monthly as the time-varying pairwise correlations
are updated for each two-asset portfolios.11

Our methodology of estimating the coefficient of variation of the minimum variance portfolios
identifies the impact of different time-varying pairwise correlation estimations on both the return
and risk of the two-asset portfolios that we construct and is given by:

CVm
MVP = �̂2

MVP

�̂MVP
(16)

where m = MWC(k), DCC and k = 22, 66, 126, 252, 504, 756 days. In order to measure statistically the
closeness of the CVm

MVP obtained using MWC  for different k’s to the one obtained using the DCC; we
construct confidence intervals for the coefficients of variation using Efron and Tibshirani’s (1986)
bootstrap method with 10,000 sampling iterations. Clarke et al. (2006) and Lai et al. (2011) utilize
coefficient of variation and the MVP  in their analysis of portfolio optimizations. Since we do not make
any assumptions for the distribution of returns and volatilities, we  follow Cabras et al. (2006), Amiri
and Zwanzig (2010), Banik and Kibria (2011), among others,12 and use bootstrapping to estimate
confidence intervals of the CVs to evaluate their equivalency. We  believe that this test, based on the
economic performance of time-varying correlations within a portfolio framework, focuses on one of
the most important applications of correlation forecasting and is the most significant contribution of
our research.

4.4. Evaluations based on model confidence set approach

Since the model confidence set (MCS) of Hansen et al. (2011) does not require specifying a bench-
mark forecast model, we use this method of forecast evaluation in testing the robustness of our
earlier analysis that relied on the DCC as a benchmark. The MCS  performs a joint forecast compar-
ison across competing models using an iterative selection procedure for all models in an initial set
M0 = {1, . . .,  m0} by eliminating models in each step if the null hypothesis:

H0 : E[L(Fi
t) − L(Fj

t )] = 0, ∀i > j ∈ M, i, j = 1, . . .,  m0, t = 1, . . .,  T (17)

where (LFi
t) − L(Fj

t ) is the loss differential between models i and j, is rejected at the significance level ˛.
Iterative process continues by removing the worst performing model in each step until non-rejection

occurs with the set of surviving models being the MCS,
ˆ
M∗

˛. Using the same significance level ˛. at each

step
ˆ
M∗

˛ contains the best model(s) from M0 with (1 − ˛) confidence. Hansen et al. (2011) propose
using a range based or semi-quadratic test statistic:

TR = max
i,j ∈ M

|L(Fi
t) − L(Fj

t )|√
ˆ

var(L(Fi
t) − L(Fj

t ))

, (18)

TSQ =
∑

i, j ∈ M
i  < j

(L(Fi
t) − L(Fj

t ))
2

ˆ
var(L(Fi

t) − L(Fj
t ))

, (19)

11 We  repeat the time-varying coefficient of variation estimation using quarterly rebalancing of our portfolios and find that
results remain qualitatively similar.

12 See also Shafer and Sullivan (1986), Fung and Tsang (1998) and Gulhar et al. (2012).
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where
ˆ

var(L(Fi
t) − L(Fj

t )) is the variance estimator of the loss differential between models i and j and
is obtained from a bootstrap procedure. Hansen et al. (2011) use bootstrapping to obtain the p-values
for test statistics and they define the excluded worst performing model as:

j = arg max
j ∈ M

⎛⎝∑
j ∈ M

[L(Fi
t) − L(Fj

t )]

⎞⎠
⎛⎜⎝
√√√√√ ˆ

var

⎛⎝∑
j ∈ M

[L(Fi
t) − L(Fj

t )]

⎞⎠
⎞⎟⎠

−1

. (20)

The set of models which survives is referred to as the model confidence set. It is possible that more
than one model is included in the MCS  with confidence (1 − ˛.) within this framework.

5. Data and summary statistics

We  use the daily data from the Commodity Research Bureau (CRB) database and Bloomberg in our
empirical analysis. The 33 variables under consideration fall into 9 asset classes: commodity (5 assets),
credit (7 assets), currency (2 assets), energy (2 assets), equity (6 assets), interest rate (5 assets), metal
(2 assets), real estate (2 assets), and volatility (2 assets). Table 1 provides the description and sources
of these 33 variables.

Another significant contribution of our research is that we  include in our empirical tests various
assets with different characteristics within each asset class in order to reduce the bias that can be intro-
duced by selecting a representative asset for each asset class. For example, the commodity asset class
has five commodity indices with differing characteristics: the Thomson Reuters/Jeffries CRB Index (TR/J
CRB), S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index, Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Index (based on futures), the
CRB Commodity Spot Index, and the Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Spot Index. Representing the equity
asset class in our dataset are the following indices: the NASDAQ 100, the NASDAQ Composite, the
Russell 2000, the S&P 500/BARRA Growth Index, the S&P 500, and the S&P Small Cap 600. In the credit
asset class, we have seven assets across broad-based, high-quality, and low-quality indices.

The time frame under investigation is from January 3, 1995, to October 31, 2007. Because our
objective is to identify the best MWC  window length that produces correlation estimates closest to
those from the DCC model, we chose not to extend our analysis over the recent financial crisis, during
which the dynamics of asset correlations experienced extraordinary changes. This allows us to identify
the dynamic characteristics of pairwise asset correlations.

As shown in Table 2, we estimate the daily the MWCs  for six different window lengths of 22, 66,
126, 252, 504, and 756 days corresponding to 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, 1 year, 2 years, and 3
years, respectively, for the 467 asset pairs. We  estimate the DCC for these 467 asset pairs using the
optimal GARCH(p,q) model according to the Akaike information criterion (AIC),13 which in most cases
is the GARCH(1,1). As a result, we estimate 3269 time-varying pairwise correlations for all the assets
we have in our database.

One of the most important contributions of our research is the estimation of time-varying correla-
tions for a very large dataset, which increases the reliability of our empirical results. Fig. 1 displays, as
an example, the daily moving window correlations (MWC)  for six different window lengths as well as
for the DCC estimator for a sample asset pair in our database (i.e., the S&P 500 Index and the Goldman
Sachs commodity index) that is within the commodity–equity asset-class group.

6. Empirical results

The main empirical results of this study are the estimations of correlation structures among the
33 asset-return series under consideration. The 2802 time-varying correlations for six different MWC
window lengths are compared to the DCC estimates of correlations among the 467 asset pairs. This

13 See Akaike (1974). Note that this is robust to alternative criteria, such as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Akaike,
1980).
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Table 1
Description of variables and sources of dataset January 3, 1995–October 31, 2007.

Asset class and variable Classifications Data source

Commodity
Thomson Reuters/Jeffries CRB Index (TR/J CRB) Futures ICE
S&P  Goldman Sachs Commodity Index Futures CME
Dow  Jones-UBS Commodity Index Futures CBOT
CRB  Commodity Spot Index Spot CRB
Dow  Jones-UBS Commodity Spot Index Spot Bloomberg

Credit
Mortgage Master Index Broad Bloomberg
Dow  Jones Corporate Bond Index Broad Bloomberg
U.S.  Corporate Bond Index, A-AAA Rated High quality Bloomberg
Asset-Backed Securities Master Index, AAA Rated High quality Bloomberg
Com. Mort. Backed Securities (fixed rate) AAA-Rated High quality Bloomberg
US  High Yield Bond Index Low quality Bloomberg
Asset-Backed Securities Master Index, BBB-AA Rated Low quality Bloomberg

Currency
U.S.  Dollar Index Futures ICE
CRB  Currencies Index Spot Reuters

Energy
Dow  Jones-UBS Energy Index Futures Bloomberg
CRB  Energy Index Spot Reuters

Equity
NASDAQ 100 Index Spot IOM
NASDAQ Composite Index Spot IOM
Russell 2000 Index Spot ICE
S&P  500/BARRA Growth Index Spot IOM
S&P  500 Index Spot IOM
S&P  Small Cap 600 Index Spot IOM

Interest rate
T-Note Yield, 2-year Risk free FRB
T-Note Yield, 10-year Risk free FRB
T-Bill  Yield, 3-month Risk free IMM
CRB  Interest Rates Index Risky Reuters
Corporate AAA Bond Yield Risky FRB

Metals
CRB  Precious Metals Index Spot Reuters
Dow  Jones-UBS Precious Metals Index Spot Bloomberg

Real  estate
Dow Jones Wilshire Real Estate Investment Trust Index (REIT) Spot Bloomberg
Dow  Jones Wilshire Real Estate Securities Index (RESI) Spot Bloomberg

Volatility
CBOE  Volatility Index Spot CBOE
CBOE  S&P 100 Volatility Index Spot CBOE

comparison is done using four different statistical measures of forecast evaluation as well as our
economic measure within a portfolio framework. In order to conserve space, we only report the corre-
lation structures for the 467 asset pairs based on the Diebold–Mariano measure and our portfolio test
of closeness for the coefficients of variation of the minimum variance portfolios, Panel A and Panel B
of Table 2, respectively.

6.1. Diebold–Mariano measure findings

In evaluating the correlation forecasts based on the DM measure, smaller values of this statistic
indicate the greatest degree of closeness. Panel A of Table 2 presents the distribution of the smallest
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Table 2
Comparison of moving window correlation (MWC)  and dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) estimates using Diebold–Mariano test and portfolio test January 3, 1995–October 31, 2007.

Group Asset class pairs Individual asset
pairs in each group

Panel Aa Panel Bb

DM Diebold–Mariano test Portfolio test coefficient of
variation of Min. Var. Port.

Percentage of asset pairs with MWC(k)
estimate is better in accurately matching DCC
estimate of correlation

Percentage of asset pairs with closest
coefficient of variation of MVP  of MWC(k) to
DCC estimate

Window length in days Window length in days

22 66 126 252 504 756 22 66 126 252 504 756

1 Commodity and credit 35 19% 31% 50% 63% 14% 11% 6% 6%
2  Commodity and currency 10 25% 45% 30% 20% 10% 40% 30%
3  Commodity and energy 10 13% 31% 6% 6% 19% 25% 10% 20% 10% 40% 10% 10%
4  Commodity and equity 30 19% 81% 33% 33% 27% 7%
5  Commodity and interest rate 25 6% 24% 70% 40% 20% 16% 12% 8% 4%
6  Commodity and metals 10 17% 58% 8% 17% 20% 10% 20% 30% 10% 10%
7  Commodity and real estate 10 100% 20% 30% 30% 10% 10%
8  Commodity and volatility 10 9% 91% 20% 20% 30% 30%
9  Credit and energy 14 18% 82% 64% 21% 7% 7%
10  Credit and metals 14 8% 36% 36% 20% 79% 7% 14%
11  Credit and real estate 14 30% 22% 30% 11% 7% 29% 21% 14% 14% 14% 7%
12  Currency and credit 14 19% 48% 19% 10% 5% 43% 36% 7% 7% 7%
13  Currency and energy 4 33% 67% 25% 25% 50%
14  Currency and equity 12 8% 46% 23% 23% 33% 17% 8% 25% 17%
15  Currency and interest rate 10 29% 57% 14% 10% 30% 30% 20% 10%
16  Currency and metals 4 50% 50% 25% 25% 50%
17  Currency and real estate 4 33% 67% 75% 25%
18  Currency and volatility 4 17% 17% 67% 25% 50% 25%
19  Energy and equity 12 29% 71% 8% 33% 25% 8% 25%
20  Energy and interest rate 10 9% 91% 50% 20% 20% 10%
21  Energy and metals 4 25% 25% 50% 25% 25% 25% 25%
22  Energy and real estate 4 100% 25% 50% 25%
23  Energy and volatility 4 100% 25% 25% 25% 25%
24  Equity and credit 42 6% 49% 19% 14% 6% 5% 40% 36% 5% 5% 12% 2%
25  Equity and interest rate 30 5% 59% 17% 7% 5% 7% 23% 20% 20% 20% 10% 7%
26  Equity and metals 12 5% 45% 35% 15% 50% 8% 8% 17% 17%
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Table 2 (Continued)

Group Asset class pairs Individual asset
pairs in each group

Panel Aa Panel Bb

DM Diebold–Mariano test Portfolio test coefficient of
variation of Min. Var. Port.

Percentage of asset pairs with MWC(k)
estimate is better in accurately matching DCC
estimate of correlation

Percentage of asset pairs with closest
coefficient of variation of MVP of MWC(k) to
DCC estimate

Window length in days Window length in days

22 66 126 252 504 756 22 66 126 252 504 756

27 Equity and real estate 12 80% 13% 7% 42% 17% 17% 8% 17%
28  Equity and volatility 12 43% 43% 14% 50% 17% 17% 8% 8%
29  Interest rate and credit 35 6% 32% 23% 15% 9% 15% 34% 17% 23% 9% 9% 9%
30  Interest rate and metals 10 41% 41% 18% 20% 30% 10% 40%
31  Interest rate and real estate 10 42% 32% 16% 11% 30% 20% 30% 10% 10%
32  Interest rate and volatility 10 7% 50% 14% 14% 7% 7% 40% 30% 20% 10%
33  Metals and real estate 4 20% 80% 25% 25% 25% 25%
34  Metals and volatility 4 25% 50% 25% 25% 50% 25%
35  Volatility and credit 14 25% 7% 21% 21% 25% 29% 50% 14% 7%
36  Volatility and real estate 4 25% 75% 25% 25% 50%

Percentages of all individual asset
(total of 467) pairs

467 2% 19% 13% 16% 18% 33% 35% 22% 16% 10% 9% 8%

a In evaluating the correlation forecasts based on Diebold–Mariano (DM) measure, smaller values of this statistic indicate the greatest degree of closeness. Panel A of this table presents
the  distribution of the smallest DM statistics across different moving windows within each asset-class pair.

b Portfolio test is based on the minimum distance between confidence intervals (CI) for the coefficient of variation (CV) in a minimum variance portfolio (MVP), which is used to compare
MWC  estimates to the DCC estimates of time-varying correlations; smaller values of this statistic indicate the greatest degree of closeness. Panel B of this table presents the distribution
of  the smallest CI for CV statistics across different moving windows within each asset-class pair.
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Fig. 1. Sample of time-varying correlation estimates. Moving window correlations versus dynamic conditional correlations
between SPX and GSCI. January 3, 1995–October 31, 2007. Note: SPX: S&P 500 Index; GSCI: S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity
Index; MWC(k): moving window correlation estimates with window lengths of k = 22, 66, 126, 252, 504, 756, DCC: Dynamic
Conditional Correlation estimate.

DM statistics across different moving windows within each asset-class pair. For example, considering
the commodity and credit assets-class pair, group 1 in Panel A shows that there are 35 unique asset
pairs that can be created using 5 commodity and 7 credit variables. Analysis of this asset-class pair
indicates that for 50% (or 17 pairs) of the 35 asset pairs, the MWC  estimates are closest to the DCC ones
at the 756-day window. When the equity and credit asset-class pair is considered, there are 42 unique
asset pairs that can be created from 6 equity and 7 credit variables. Group 24 in Panel A shows that
based on the DM measure, for 49% (or 21 pairs) of the 42 asset pairs, the MWC  estimates are closest
to the DCC ones at the 66-day moving window.

6.2. Portfolio test findings

In evaluating the correlation forecasts within a portfolio framework using the coefficient of
variation of the minimum variance portfolios (CVMVP), a smaller distance—a great degree of
overlap—between the bootstrapped confidence intervals for the CVMVP obtained using the MWC  and
the DCC estimations indicates a greater degree of closeness. Panel B of Table 2 presents the distribu-
tion of the smallest distance between these bootstrapped confidence intervals across different moving
windows within each asset-class pair. For example, considering the commodity and credit assets-class
pair as before, group 1 in Panel B shows that for 63% (or 22 pairs) of the 35 asset pairs, the MWC  esti-
mates are closest to the DCC estimates at the 22-day window. When the equity and credit asset-class
pair is considered, group 24 in Panel B shows that based on the CVMVP confidence intervals, for 40% (or
17 pairs) of the 42 asset pairs, the MWC  estimates are closest to the DCC ones at the 22-day moving
window and for 36% (or 15 pairs) at the 66-day window.

We  observe that for some asset-class pairings, all pairs within that class have the closest MWC
estimates to the DCC ones at the same window length, making the findings more robust. For example,
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Fig. 2. Percentage of asset pairs with MWC  correlation estimate closest to the DCC model moving window length vs. mea-
sures of forecast evaluation. January 3, 1995–October 31, 2007. Measures of forecast evaluation: DM:  Diebold and Mariano
measure; MSE: mean square error; CCC: concordance correlation coefficient; SAT: sign agreement test. Portfolio test compares
the  bootstrapped confidence intervals for coefficients of variation for the minimum variance portfolios of each asset pair using
correlation estimates obtained from MWC  and DCC.

for all four pairs within the energy and real estate asset-class pair in group 22, the MWCs  are closest
to the DCC estimates at the 756-day window based on DM measure in Panel A of Table 2. Similarly,
we find that the 756-day MWC  estimates provide the closest match to the DCC results for the ten
asset pairs within the commodity and real estate asset-class pair (group 7 in Panel A). However, our
portfolio tests provide less robust moving-window length estimates either for the energy and real
estate or commodity and real estate asset-class pairs.

6.3. Findings based on other statistical measures

Although we do not report the details of the estimated correlation structures for the 467 asset
pairs using three other statistical measures—MSE, CCC, and SAT—we repeat our analysis to evaluate
the closeness of the MWC  to the DCC based on those measures as well. We  examine the distribution
of the smallest MSE  statistics across different moving windows. For the CCC and the SAT larger values
of these statistics indicate the greatest degree of closeness between the MWC  and the DCC estimates
of time-varying correlations.

6.4. Summary of forecast accuracy

Given the large number of asset pairs in our dataset and the consideration of five different measures
of closeness between six different MWCs  and the DCC, it is a challenge to summarize these results
in a compact manner. We  summarize the forecast accuracy for the overall dataset in Fig. 2, which
presents graphically the percentage of asset pairs for each MWC(k) estimate that is closest to the
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Fig. 3. Distribution of moving window lengths for MWC  correlation estimate closest to the DCC model assets classes vs. mea-
sures of forecast evaluation. January 3, 1995–October 31, 2007. Measures of forecast evaluation: DM:  Diebold and Mariano
measure; MSE: mean square error; CCC: concordance correlation coefficient; SAT: sign agreement test. Portfolio test compares
the  bootstrapped confidence intervals for coefficients of variation for the minimum variance portfolios of each asset pair using
correlation estimates obtained from MWC  and DCC.

DCC estimate of time-varying correlation based on four statistical measures and our portfolio test
for forecast evaluation.14 We  observe that overall results based on the DM and the MSE  measures are
equivalent in that longer window lengths produce MWC  estimates which are closer to the DCC results.
Estimated window lengths produced using the CCC and the SAT measures of closeness are similar, but
show that shorter windows produce correlation estimates closer to the DCC values. Finally, results
of our portfolio test for evaluating the time-varying pairwise correlation estimation show similar
structures observed using the CCC and the SAT measures, that is, shorter window lengths are more
prevalent. Similarity of the results using the CCC and the SAT measures is expected, given that both
measures focus more on the degree of agreement (e.g., sign of the correlation estimates) rather than
the degree of dispersion.

Since our objective is to identify the optimal window lengths for pairwise asset correlations, we
further investigate the forecast accuracy within each of the 36 asset-class pairs. Table 2 shows that
the number of asset pairs varies considerably for each of the asset classes; for example, the equity and
credit class contains 42 asset pairs while the metals and real estate class has 4 pairs (Table 2, groups
24 and 33, respectively). Therefore, for each of the 36 asset-class pairs, we use the ratio of asset pairs
to the total number of assets within each class as the weighting factor and calculate the weighted
average window length for each of the asset classes based on each of our five forecast evaluation
measures. Fig. 3 displays the optimal window lengths for each asset class. Results for the volatility

14 Figure 2 uses the overall percentage of asset pairs from the last row of Panels A and B of Table 2, as well as the corresponding
rows  of the tables of estimated correlation structures using the MSE, CCC, and SAT (which are not reported for space constraints,
but  are available upon request).
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asset class show that all of our measures of forecast evaluation imply that the MWCs  with long win-
dow length (approximately 2½ years or 600 trading days) produce time-varying pairwise correlation
estimates which are closest to the DCC values. When we consider the real estate asset class, all our
measures—except the MSE—indicate that medium window lengths (1½ years or approximately 400
trading days) are optimal in forecasting time-varying pairwise correlations with other asset classes.
Our results suggest that when metals are paired with any other asset class, medium window lengths
(1¼ years or approximately 300 trading days) are indicated to be optimal by the majority of our
measures (except the MSE, which again suggests a longer window length).

Pairwise correlation estimations for equity and interest rate asset classes suggest that medium
window lengths (1¼–1½ years or approximately 300–350 trading days) produce the MWC  correlations
closest to those obtained from the DCC model. For both of these asset classes, the SAT measure results
in the longest window length. When we consider the commodity and credit asset classes, the majority
of our statistical measures suggest that window length of ¾–1 year, or 190–240 trading days, to be
ideal. We  observe relatively more variation among the window lengths implied by different forecast
evaluation measures for the currency and energy asset classes. In the case of currencies, our statistical
measures suggest window lengths ranging from ½ to 1 year, with the longest window length implied by
the MSE, while the portfolio test indicates relatively shorter windows, approximately ¼ year. Finally,
for the energy assets, the discrepancy between results of the statistical measures and the portfolio
test is the highest, i.e. 1½ years versus ½ year (300 vs. 120 trading days), respectively. Although a
small number of assets in a class may  influence the variations observed among the forecast evaluation
measures for currencies and energies, we do not observe as pronounced discrepancy for metals, real
estate, and volatility assets. The type of index asset—futures or spot based—may introduce additional
variation in our correlation estimates within the commodity, currency, and energy asset classes, due
to the liquidity of the markets from which prices are collected for the index calculations.

6.5. Optimal window lengths

Table 3 presents the estimated optimal median window lengths that produce correlation estimates
closest to the DCC results for each asset pair within the nine asset classes. Asset-class pairs are repre-
sented by the cells of the matrix where columns and rows intersect. We  scale the trading-day ranges
of the optimal window lengths to four categories:

• short window: less than ½ year, or approximately 120 trading days or less;
• intermediate window: ½–1 year or approximately 120-200 trading days;
• medium window: 1–1½ years, or approximately 250–400 trading days; and
• long window: greater than 1½ years, or approximately 400 trading days or more.15

We  construct Table 3 using the summaries of the optimal window lengths based on our measures
of forecast evaluation. The estimates using the four statistical measures are combined by reporting
the median window length for each asset-class pair.16 For example, for the commodity and real estate
asset pairs, median window length (implied by the DM,  MSE, CCC, and SAT measures) is 580 trading
days while for the equity and interest rate pair the median length is 57 days.17

Our portfolio test compares the bootstrapped confidence intervals for the coefficients of variation in
the minimum variance portfolios of each asset pair using correlation estimates obtained from the MWC
and the DCC models. The portfolio test offers an economically meaningful assessment that isolates
the effects of time-varying pairwise correlation estimations on both the return and risk. Therefore, we
report the summary of the optimal window lengths based on our statistical measures and the portfolio
test separately. The lower triangle of the matrix in Table 3 presents the ranges for the optimal window
length based on our portfolio test; the upper triangle of the matrix presents the median ranges for

15 We  also use the mean window length in our summary of the statistical measures, and results do not materially change.
16 We  find that marginal differences in the definition of these ranges do not materially affect the summary conclusions.
17 These values are not reported in Table 3; instead the ranges for window lengths are presented.
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Table 3
Optimal window length ranges for MWC  with greatest degree of closeness to DCC based on statistical measures of forecast evaluations and portfolio test of closeness January 3, 1995–October
31,  2007.

MWC  (range) Based on statistical measures

Commodity Credit Currency Energy Equity Interest rate Metals Real estate Volatility

Based on portfolio test

Commodity Medium Long Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate Intermediate Long Long
Credit Short Intermediate Intermediate Short Short Medium Short Short
Currency Medium Short Long Medium Intermediate Medium Medium Long
Energy Medium Short Long Intermediate Medium Long Medium Medium
Equity Intermediate Short Short Short Short Medium Short Short
Interest rate Short Short Long Short Short Medium Short Short
Metals Medium Short Long Short Short Medium Medium Long
Real estate Long Short Short Intermediate Short Medium Short Long
Volatility Long Short Medium Short Short Short Intermediate Long

Note: Abbreviations: MWC:  moving window correlations; DCC: dynamic conditional correlations; MWC  (range): ranges for optimal window length of MWC  with the greatest degree of
closeness to DCC estimates.
Lower triangle of the matrix presents ranges for the optimal window length based on the portfolio test; upper triangle of the matrix presents the median ranges for the optimal window
length  based on statistical measures of forecast evaluation (DM: Diebold and Mariano measure; MSE: mean square error; CCC: concordance correlation coefficient; SAT: sign agreement
test).
Definition of the ranges are: Short: less than ½ year (approximately 120 trading days or less); Intermediate: between ½ and 1 year (approximately 120 to 200 trading days); Medium:
between  1 and 1½ years (approximately 250–400 trading days); Long: greater than 1 ½ years (approximately 400 trading days or more).
Bold  text indicates the agreement between the estimation results based on the statistical measures and the portfolio test.
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the optimal window length based on the statistical measures of forecast evaluation (i.e., the DM,  MSE,
CCC, and SAT). We  identify the agreement between the results based on our portfolio test and the
statistical measures with bold text in Table 3. Overview of the results presented in Table 3 is that:

• Short windows produce the closest MWC  estimates to the DCC ones for credit–equity, credit–interest
rate, credit–real estate, credit–volatility, equity–interest rate, equity–real estate, equity–volatility
and interest rate–volatility asset-class pairs (i.e., 8 out of 14 agreements between different
approaches to forecast evaluation).

• Intermediate windows produce the closest MWC  estimates to the DCC ones for commodity–equity
asset-class pair.

• Medium windows produce the closest MWC  estimates to the DCC ones for interest rate–metals
asset-class pair.

• Long windows produce the closest MWC  estimates to the DCC ones for commodity–real estate,
commodity–volatility, currency–energy, and real estate–volatility asset-class pairs.

Results show that for 14 out of 36 asset-class pairs, ranges for the optimal moving window length
best matching the DCC estimation are consistent between the portfolio test and the statistical measures
we use.

Based on our portfolio test, the optimal ranges for moving window correlations tend to be short
for most of the asset classes when they are paired with credit assets as well as with equity assets.
However, the results based on the statistical measures suggest that optimal windows span short to
medium ranges for credit as well as equity asset-class pairs. Our analysis shows that the optimal range
for moving windows to obtain time-varying correlation estimates that are closest to the DCC results
are sensitive to the asset pairs under investigation; however, findings for credit and equity assets are
more consistent at shorter window lengths.

6.6. Model confidence set findings

Our earlier analysis of the optimal window lengths of the MWCs  for different asset pairs utilizes
the DCC model as a benchmark both in statistical comparisons and in portfolio evaluations. We  are
interested in the robustness of the empirical results to our choice of benchmark model. The model
confidence set approach is widely used in the literature on the evaluation of multivariate volatility
and covariance models. The MCS  method identifies a subset of forecasts that contains the best model
at a given confidence level among various competing forecast models without prior assumption of a
benchmark.18 Therefore, we first implement the MCS  method to evaluate only the MWC  estimations
with six different window lengths, i.e. models in the initial set M0 = {1, . . .,  m0} are MWC(k) where
k = 22, 66, 126, 252, 504, 756 days. Our second implementation of the MCS  method includes the DCC
forecasts together with the six MWC  estimates in the initial set M0. In this case, we are interested in

whether or not the DCC forecasts are chosen by the MCS  test in the subset of “best” models, i.e.
ˆ
M∗

˛.
Hansen et al. (2011) suggest that another attractive feature of the MCS  procedure is that it allows

for the possibility that more than one model can be the ‘best’, i.e.,
ˆ
M∗

˛ may contain more than a
single model, given a confidence level. If the DCC estimate is the only model identified in the model

confidence set,
ˆ
M∗

˛, we conclude that none of the MWC  estimates are equivalent to the DCC in terms
of their predictive ability. On the other hand, if the DCC and one or more of the MWC  estimates are

chosen by the MCS  method in
ˆ
M∗

˛, we can conclude that the mowing window correlation estimate(s)
are as “good” as the DCC ones. Finally, if the model confidence set does not contain the DCC estimate
for any asset pair, we conclude that the moving window correlation estimate(s) are “better”.

Following Caporin and McAleer (2012), we  use the code included in the Matlab MFE  toolbox of
Sheppard and implement the MCS  using block bootstrap sampling structure with 10,000 replications

18 We  thank the anonymous referee for recommending the use of the MCS  approach.
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Table 4
The model confidence set tests (MCS) evaluation of only the MWC  vs. MCS  evaluation of the DCC and MWC  models January 3, 1995–October 31, 2007.

MWC  (range) MCS test considering only MWCs

% of DCCCs in MSca Commodity Credit Currency Energy Equity Interest rate Metals Real estate Volatility

MSC  test considering
DCC and MWCs

Commodity SHORT Short MEDIUM Intermediate SHORT Long Long Long
Credit 91% SHORT SHORT Short Short Intermediate Short Short
Currency 50% 93% Long Intermediate Medium Intermediate SHORT Intermediate
Energy 90% 93% 100% SHORT SHORT Intermediate SHORT SHORT
Equity 97% 95% 75% 100% Short Intermediate Short Short
Interest rate 96% 94% 40% 90% 97% Medium MEDIUM Short
Metals – – 50% – 42% 90% Long Medium
Real estate 100% 93% 100% 100% 92% 100% – Long
Volatility 100% 93% 50% 100% 100% 100% 50% 100%

Note: Abbreviations: MWC:  moving window correlations; DCC: dynamic conditional correlations; MWC  (range) represented in the upper triangle of the matrix: ranges for optimal window
length  of MWC  identified by the model confidence set (MCS) method of Hansen et al. (2011).
Definition of the ranges are: Short: less than ½ year (approximately 120 trading days or less); Intermediate: between ½ and 1 year (approximately 120–200 trading days); Medium:
between 1 and 1½ years (approximately 250–400 trading days); Long: greater than 1 ½ years (approximately 400 trading days or more).
Bold  text in the upper triangle indicates the agreement between the MCS  tests and the statistical as well as portfolio based evaluations (as presented in the upper triangle of Table 3).
Results  displayed in italic capital letters indicate the agreement between the MCS tests and the portfolio based evaluations (as presented in the lower triangle of Table 3).
Following Caporin and McAleer (2012) the MCS  tests are implemented using the code included in the Matlab MFE  toolbox of Sheppard (http://www.kevinsheppard.com/wiki/MFE Toolbox)
using  block bootstrap sampling structure with 10,000 replications and block of size 5.

a % of DCCs in MCS  are presented in the lower triangle of the matrix and they indicate the percentage of asset pairs for which the DCC estimate is among the “best models” chosen by
the  MCS  test.
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and block of size 5.19 Our empirical application of the MSC  is carried out 934 times. First 467 runs of
the MCS  test consider only the six different MWC  forecasts for each asset pair. For brevity, we do not
present the distribution of the 467 model confidence sets containing one or more of the MWC  window
lengths chosen, but present the summary of the “best” window length ranges for the 36 asset-class
pairs in the upper triangle of the matrix in Table 4.

Considering the commodity and equity assets-class pair, containing 35 unique asset pairs, all 35
implementations of the MCS  tests identify the 126-day moving window length to be the only model

in
ˆ
M∗

˛. Focusing on the equity and credit asset-class pair, containing 42 unique asset pairs, the 66-day

MWC  is chosen by the MCS  test for 30 asset pairs (71%) while the 126-day MWC  appears in the
ˆ
M∗

˛
for 14 asset pairs (33%), indicating that model confidence set that contains the “best forecast” includes
the 66-day and 126-day moving MWCs. In Table 4, upper triangle of the matrix displays in bold the
result for the optimal window length ranges which are in agreement between the MCS  tests and the
statistical as well as the portfolio based evaluations-as presented in the upper triangle of Table 3,
i.e. for 14 of the 36 asset-class pairs. On the other hand, the results displayed in red capital letters
indicate the agreement between the MCS  tests and the portfolio based evaluations-as presented in
the lower triangle of Table 3, i.e. for 11 of the 36 asset-class pairs. Using the MCS  approach we are able
to corroborate the results of our earlier analysis that relied on the DCC model as the benchmark, for
25 of the 36 asset-class pairs.

The lower triangle of the matrix in Table 4 presents the results of the 464 MCS  tests which are
implemented with an initial set M0 containing the DCC estimates together with the six MWC  ones.
Instead of treating the DCC model as a benchmark, this application of the MCS  test considers the DCC
as one of the competing models alongside the MWCs  for the time-varying correlation estimations. We

are interested in the frequency with which the DCC is observed in the
ˆ
M∗

˛, i.e. the model confidence
set for the “best models” for each of the 36 asset-class pairs. The percentage of asset pairs for which the
DCC estimate is among the “best models” chosen by the MCS  test are presented in the lower triangle of
the matrix in Table 4. The values identified in bold indicate the asset-class pairs for which the results
between the MCS  tests and the statistical as well as the portfolio based evaluations are in agreement.

For example, the DCC forecast is chosen by the MCS  test among the “best models” for 100% of the
asset-pairs in the commodity-real estate and commodity-volatility asset-class pairs (each containing
10 unique asset pairs). These two groups are among the 14 asset-class pairs for which the results
of the MCS  tests and the statistical as well as the portfolio based evaluations are in agreement. On
the other hand, focusing on the commodity and metals asset-class pair (containing 10 unique asset
pairs) we observe that none of the MCS  “best model” sets contain the DCC estimates. This finding
supports our earlier results based on the MCS  tests with only the MWCs, the statistical comparisons
and the portfolio evaluations. The optimal moving window ranges are not in agreement between these
three forecast evaluation approaches, i.e. “long”, “intermediate” and “medium”, respectively. Using our
second implementation of the MCS  tests, we are able to support the results of our earlier analysis that
use the DCC model as a benchmark, i.e. for 25 of the 36 asset-class pairs for which the DCC estimates
are in the “best model” sets at least 90% of unique asset pairs.

7. Conclusions

In this research, we conduct a large-scale comparison and evaluation of two  fundamentally different
approaches to modeling the time variation in correlations: a technique historically popular and rela-
tively easy to implement, the moving window correlation (MWC), versus a benchmark Engle (2002)’s
dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) time series model. As we  examine, in a statistical sense, how
close various MWC  estimates are to DCC, we  document several patterns across different asset classes.
Consistent results of the statistical forecast evaluation measures and our portfolio test suggest the fol-
lowing optimal moving window lengths for asset-class pairs: shorter for credit–equity, credit–interest

19 http://www.kevinsheppard.com/wiki/MFE Toolbox.
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rate, credit–real estate, credit–volatility, equity–interest rate, equity–real estate, equity–volatility, and
interest rate–volatility; intermediate for commodity–equity; medium for interest rate–metals; and long
range for commodity–real estate, commodity–volatility, currency–energy, and real estate–volatility.

We investigate the robustness of empirical results to our choice of the benchmark model by imple-
menting the model confidence set methodology of Hansen et al. (2011), which without relying on a
benchmark, produces a set of models constructed to contain the “best models” with a given level of
confidence among competing forecast evaluations.

Applying the MCS  method with only the moving window correlation estimations, we are able
to corroborate, for 25 of the 36 asset-class pairs, the results of our statistical comparisons and our
portfolio evaluations that use the DCC model as a benchmark. Implementing the MCS  tests with both
the DCC and the MWC  estimates, we are able to support the results of our earlier analysis that used
the DCC as a benchmark as well, i.e. we observe that for 25 of the 36 asset-class pairs for which the
DCC estimates are in the “best model” sets at least 90% of the unique asset pairs.

Our research provides guidance to the academics and market participants in time-series modeling
of correlations by identifying the characteristics of dynamic pairwise assets correlations, i.e. length
of historical data (window length) to use, which should help in portfolio construction as well as risk
management.

Recent literature indicates that time-varying correlations between most assets change significantly
during financial crises and some appear to increase considerably. Our empirical findings could be
used to identify how dynamics of pairwise asset correlations change under different market condi-
tions. Extensions of our research would identify when and how much to adjust the optimal window
lengths (amount of historical data used) for different assets pairs, assisting the market participants in
rebalancing portfolios and hedge positions.
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